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Cockapoos - The Owners Guide from Puppy to Old Age is a must-have book for any responsible

Cockapoo dog owner. Expert dog whisperer, trainer and owner, Alan Kenworthy, writes in a fun and

entertaining way about Cockapoos while packing the book full of useful hints and tips. In addition,

many top Cockapoo breeders from the USA & UK make contributions, including three extra bonus

interviews with plenty of advice and tips. Just some of the subjects covered include: origins and

history of the Cockapoo, different types and colors, buying a dog or puppy, male or female, pros and

cons, rescue, adoption, breeders, personality, socialization, spaying, neutering, house/potty training,

bringing your puppy home, grooming, combing, bathing, health, vaccinations, training,

understanding your Cockapoo, play and toys, what food and nutrition, old age and what to expect,

and much more... "We were given this book by the breeder we bought our new puppy from - a great

guide and instruction manual for your Cockapoo." - Andrew Michaels
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This is a must own book for the Cockapoo owner. I have never read a more comprehensive guide to

puppy training, ownership and everything that you need from puppy to old age. I recommend this to

all my puppy families and their friends. I love this book and think it would make the perfect gift to

anyone that is getting a new Cockapoo puppy or for anyone that owns one. It is easy to read and

understand and is exact on the behavior and personalities of a Cockapoo. Buy yours today.

I believe this book is the most comprehensive hard back book for everything cockapoo. It's just that

some of the things mentioned are slightly more European and they might be relative to North



America. This doesn't buy anyway diminish the value of the book, however some things, such as

hand signals, are not normally used in North America. That is to say that the hand signals used in

North America are different than those proposed in the book. One or two points in the book might be

controversial, and usually do not match other references, but they are far and few between.

Probably the most value is the sections regarding health and Health conditions that afflict these

dogs. I keep the book handy for suggestions with regards to problems, nutrition, and other ideas for

training and conditioning. I would recommend purchasing this book more than any other book I have

read.

I would highly recommend this book to ALL potential Cockapoo parents as well as existing. A must

read before adopting a puppy. Helpful tips on preparing and what to expect. In depth details on all

aspects of parenting a Cockapoo.

This is a wonderful book! It is full of tones of useful and practical information! As a breeder I have

been looking for a book that would be educational for new Cockapoo owners and this one is it! It

tells you everything you need to know about taking care of and owning/raising a Cockapoo. I will be

strongly recommending this book to all my clients!! Amazing book!!! and well written! Every

Cockapoo owner should have a copy of this book!!!

This book has helped us understand our "Ruby" whom we adopted from my brother. She is quirky,

crazy smart and very insightful. She communicates exactly what she wants with her eyes and funny

actions.

This book was well written easy to read and I enjoyed it immensely.I am waiting to adopt my

Cockapoo and I feel that I am better equipped and have more confidence with the challenges that a

new puppy brings.This book will be a regular reference I can assure you.

This book is great I will be telling all of my puppy parents that this is a must have book for raising a

Cockapoo puppy. Thank you for allowing me to help with the making of this book. Rebecca Goins

(MoonShine Babies Cockapoo's)www.moonshinebabiescpoo.com

Awesome book on Cockapoos! I was very impressed with this guide on everything you need to

know about finding, adopting, and raising a Cockapoo to old age! I got this book as a gift for my



daughter who has a Cockapoo and read it myself. Her dog is an amazing companion animal and

best friend to both my daughter and hers, my 5 year old granddaughter! The author interviewed

breeders of the Cockapoo to go directly to the most knowledgeable source to learn about the breed,

rather than just obtain consumer opinions, and I was very impressed by that. Being a professional

breeder myself of the multigenerational Australian Labradoodle (Lab/Poodle/Spaniel mix) which has

Cockapoo in the mix, after reading this amazing book on Cockapoos, I was pleasantly surprised to

read that the Cockapoo temperament is just like the Australian Labradoodles! I think I see becoming

a multigen Cockapoo breeder in my future as well! Tracy Wynn, www.dwdoodles.com
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